Haryana Staff Selection Commission
Bays No. 67-70, Sector- 2, Panchkula-134154
(www.hssc.gov.in)

Result of written examination and notice to candidates for Scrutiny of Documents before Interview for the post of TGT Science (Mewat) of Elementary Education Department, Haryana against Advt. No. 03/2015, Cat No. 06.
(With notice dated 19.09.2015)

On the basis of written examination held on 14.02.2016 for the post of TGT Science (Mewat) of Elementary Education Department, Haryana against Advt. No. 03/2015, Cat No. 06, the candidates bearing following Roll Nos. have been called for Scrutiny of Documents provisionally to ascertain eligible candidates and further subject to the fulfillment of their eligibility conditions as per advertisement and service rules.

Advt. No. 03/2015, Cat. No.06, TGT SCIENCE (MEWAT) (Total 201 Posts (With notice dated 19.09.2015))

15360014  15360015  15360025  15360032  15360033  15360036  15360037  15360042  15360044  15360062  15360087  15360095  15360102  15360103  15360107  15360110  15360111  15360112  15360116  15360139  15360141  15360152  15360154  15360168  15360169  15360174  15360188  15360191  15360225  15360226  15360232  15360236  15360238  15360248  15360254  15360261  15360262  15360269  15360273  15360276  15360280  15360282  15360284  15360285  15360286  15360287  15360288  15360294  15360299  15360327  15360328  15360330  15360341  15360346  15360363  15360364  15360369  15360375  15360379  15360394  15360399  15360400  15360411  15360412  15360415  15360416  15360419  15360420  15360426  15360431  15360432  15360434  15360457  15360464  15360470  15360497  15360505  15360520  15360523  15360526  15360535  15360539  15360541  15360545  15360551  15360559  15360560  15360562  15360563  15360576  15360582  15360585  15360586  15360590  15360600  15360606  15360612  15360635  15360638  15360650  15360658  15360675  15360679  15360680  15360682  15360683  15360702  15360709  15360712  15360716  15360720  15360722  15360730  15360731  15360736  15360763  15360769  15360770  15360773  15360774  15360783  15360785  15360802  15360818  15360827  15360832  15360833  15360836  15360839  15360842  15360855  15360868  15360871  15360881  15360886  15360911  15360919  15360920  15360924  15360925
NOTE:- 1. The Scrutiny of Documents of the candidates will be held on **30.08.2018**. The candidates are advised to report at 09.00 A.M. in Commission’s office Bays No. 67-70, Sector-2, Panchkula. They are also directed to bring all original documents, set of self attested copies of all documents, one Id Proof and copy of downloaded application form.

2. The result of SBC/BC(C) category has been withheld as per letter no. 42/187/2015-5/GSI Dated:25.08.2016 issued by chief secretary, Government of Haryana in view of directions of the Hon’ble High Court that no appointments in service shall be made on the basis of the provision of the Haryana Backward Classes (Reservation in services and admissions in educational institutions) Act 2016 to the castes mentioned in schedule-III i.e. Backward Class Block ‘C’. The SBC/BC(C) Category candidates, except those who have availed the benefit of age relaxation, have been considered against general vacancies.

3. In case a candidate does not appear for Scrutiny of Documents, he/she will not be considered for Viva-Voce/interview and no further opportunity will be given thereafter.

4. It is important to note that after the scrutiny of documents, if a candidate is found eligible it will not confer any right of interview and candidates only falling within twice the number of vacancies shall be called for interview.

5. While every care has been taken in preparing and uploading the result, possibility of inadvertent/technical errors cannot be ruled out. **The Commission reserves the right to rectify the same later on.**

6. The result is also available on the website of HSSC i.e. www.hssc.gov.in.

Sd/-
(Secretary)
Haryana Staff Selection Commission
Dated:-11.08.2018